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ABSTRACT Super-resolution ultrasound mostly uses image-based methods for the localization of single
scatterers. These methods are largely based on the center of mass (COM) calculation. Sharpness-based
localization is an alternative to COM for scatterer localization in the axial direction. Simulated ultrasound
point scatterer data (center frequency f0 = 7MHz and wavelength λ = 220µm) showed that the normalized
sharpness method can provide scatterer axial localization with an accuracy down to 2µm (<0.01λ), which is
a two-order of magnitude improvement compared to that achievable by the conventional imaging (≈λ), and
a five-fold improvement compared to the COM estimate (≈10 µm or 0.05λ). Similar results were obtained
experimentally using wire-target data acquired by the Synthetic Aperture Real-time Ultrasound System. The
performance of the proposed method was also found to be consistent across different types of ultrasound
transmission. The localization precision deteriorates in the presence of noise, but even in very low signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR= 0 dB), the uncertainty was not higher than 6 µm, which outperforms the COM estimate.
The method can be implemented in image data as well as by using the raw signals. It is proposed that
the signal-derived localization should replace the image-based equivalent, as it provides at least 10 times
improved accuracy.

INDEX TERMS Axial localization, center of mass, multiple focusing, normalized sharpness, super-
resolution ultrasound.

I. INTRODUCTION
Single ultrasound contrast microbubbles (MBs) provide ade-
quate signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) and thus can be tracked as
they travel through the vascular bed. The particle tracking
approaches employed in super-resolution ultrasound imag-
ing are similar to localization microscopy [1]–[3] result-
ing in super-resolved paths, that provide images beyond the
diffraction limit, which is comparable to the wavelength (λ).
In this way it was possible to obtain high resolution trans-
cranial images of vascular structure [4], [5], and to achieve
in-vivo imaging of the mouse ear microvasculature [6], and
of ≤10 µm-diameter rodent cerebral microvessels [7]–[9].
Most super-resolution results were acquired using methods

that mainly depend on images and image processing, with the
exception of [10] and [11] where the studies were driven by a
theoretical localization precision limit (λ/38) calculated for
the particular ultrasound system. Thus, little is implemented
to overcome the inherent limitations of the ultrasound spatial
resolution. Commonly the images used, result from standard
processing of the signals received by the transducer and do
not prioritize the enhancement of point scatterer imaging. The
waveform, beam-formation, gain, compression, interpolation
and display algorithms used, can be viewed as steps that aim
to enhance images of structural content, such as anatomy, but
also reduce and modify signal information that is difficult to
recover [12], [13]. Therefore, there is potential to combine the
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raw signal information with advanced signal processing tech-
niques to achieve greater precision in particle localization.

The use of multi-focal imaging combined with the simple
metric of sharpness is a different approach to obtain axial
localization in the micrometre range [14], and it can be imple-
mented either in image or raw ultrasound data. It was demon-
strated that plane wave (PW) transmissions of ultrasound,
and the use of 3 receive foci at 2 mm separation provided
an axial localization precision of 10.21 µm (or λ/21) with
SNR = 10 dB. These results were obtained from indi-
vidual point-spread-functions (PSFs), where the PSF is the
ultrasound system’s response to a single point scatterer. The
experiments were performed in ideal imaging conditions
and the impact of the type of ultrasound transmission was
not assessed. This proof of principle experiment used unfo-
cused (PW) transmission [15] as it is the best approximation
to the unfocused light transmission, which was imple-
mented in the original presentation of the method in optical
microscopy [16], [17]. Although this facilitates fast acquisi-
tions as only one emission is able to provide all the necessary
data for the method, the acoustic pressure drops significantly
with depth, thus limiting the depth of the imaging region,
and potentially generating variable MB detection sensitivity
across the image. This is due to the combination of the depen-
dence of the MB scattering cross section on acoustic pres-
sure, and the effect of acoustic pressure on MB destruction
[18], [19]. Focused ultrasound requires several emissions that
are all used to form one image and thus lowers the achievable
frame rate. However, it has the potential to provide the least
variable ultrasound field, whichmay provide a relatively even
MB density across the image. This is therefore a candidate
option for generating super-resolution images of large organs.
The choice of optimal ultrasound transmission may impact
on the performance of the sharpness-based axial localization,
and as a consequence it is important to assess the method’s
accuracy for different transmission protocols. Furthermore,
the impact of SNR on localization accuracy needs to be inves-
tigated to explore the potential of the technique under more
realistic imaging conditions. Finally, the optimization process
requires an understanding of the role of the foci spacing, that
is directly related to the sampling of the method.

The purpose of the present article is threefold. First, this
study aims to further develop the sharpness method that was
initially presented in [14], by investigating all the parameters
described above (varying foci spacing during the receive
processing, varying SNR and ultrasound transmissions).
The second objective is to investigate imaging regions that
may provide improved axial localization, and to identify
an optimal combination between high accuracy and imag-
ing region of substantial length for which this accuracy
is maintained, as it appears to be a trade-off between the
two. All findings of the sharpness-based axial localization
are then compared with these obtained using the center of
mass (COM), which is the tool mainly employed by current
super-resolution ultrasound methods in order to determine
scatterer location. Third, given that the sharpness method

relies on good quality calibration data, an important part of
the analysis focuses on the possibility to extract a reliable
estimation of the method’s uncertainty that will provide the
prospect for developing the method to perform well with-
out calibration data. Methodologically, all these are accom-
plished using Field II [20], [21] simulated ultrasound point
scatterer data and a simple experimental wire-target phantom
to confirm the simulations.

II. METHODS
A. SHARPNESS-BASED LOCALIZATION
The method is directly translated from cellular microscopy
[16], [17] and is based on multi-focal imaging and the simple,
aberration dependent, image sharpness metric of a single
point scatterer [22]–[24]. The localization of a point scatterer
relies on the generation of multiple overlapping sharpness
curves (S-curves), which describe the inherent behavior of
a scatterer through the axial range, created by deploying
multiple foci during receive processing, and by assessing
the sharpness values after each acquisition as a function of
depth [14], [25], [26]. Each derived S-curve peaks around the
receive focus. The unique position of the scatterer is iden-
tified by combining a calibration standard with a maximum
likelihood (ML) estimator for the sharpness data probability
density function (PDF). The latter is a Gamma distribution
that shows the probability of measuring a specific sharp-
ness value from point scatterer data at a specific depth and
using a specific receive focus. The calibration data consist of
reference S-curves, generated by performing well-controlled
repetitive sharpness measurements, during which the point
scatterer’s position is always known.An outline of themethod
which was used for axial localization of isolated ultrasound
point scatterers is shown in Algorithm 1 and more informa-
tion can be found in [14]. Briefly, the ultrasound reflection
of a scatterer at a specific depth in the field is acquired,
and this is repeated for a selected depth (z) range. The raw
ultrasound data are then beamformed offline using the stan-
dard delay-and-sum (DAS) beamformer and fixed receive
focusing. A normalized version of sharpness (S) is adopted
in this work and is defined as follows:

S =



K∑
k=1

n2k

(
K∑
k=1

nk )2
, using pixel intensity (Sint ),

Q∑
q=1
|Eq|4

(
Q∑
q=1
|Eq|2)2

, using signal envelope (Senv),

where the denominator corresponds to the normalization
factor in both cases. A single Sint value is calculated
from a small square area including the PSF main-lobe
and consisting of K square pixels with nk recorded image
pixel intensities (k = 1, . . . ,K ). Similarly, a single Senv
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Algorithm 1 Sharpness-Based Axial Scatterer Localization
1: for z = zstart to zend do
2: Create phantom with a point scatterer at depth z
3: for i = 1 to v do
4: Emit wave i from the active aperture
5: Collect and store raw ultrasound data
6: for j = 1 to 3 do
7: Beamform data with fixed focus j in receive
8: end for
9: end for
10: end for
11: if signal-derived sharpness = true then
12: Calculate all Senv sharpness values for each z, i, j
13: else
14: Calculate all Sint sharpness values for each z, i, j
15: end if
16: Calculate statistical measures from sharpness data
17: Extract mean sharpness values for each position
18: Extract the standard deviation (SD) from mean values
19: Plot mean S-values and associated deviation over depth
20: Interpolate the sharpness data by a Kinterp factor
21: Apply the ML estimator to the interpolated data
22: Estimate the depth position (PDF peak value)
23: Compare the depth estimate with true scatterer position

value is calculated from the same square area represented
by Q envelope detected signal samples with amplitude
|Eq| (q = 1, . . . ,Q). There is no correlation betweenK andQ
as the former depends solely on the image format and the
latter on the number of transducer elements and on the fre-
quency that the data are sampled. As the pixel intensities
are proportional to the squared signal amplitudes, 4th-order
statistics appear in the Senv formulation. A number of sharp-
ness values (either Sint or Senv) as measured from a single
data acquisition of an isolated point scatterer can provide a
depth position estimate, which is the PDF peak, with reduced
uncertainty compared to that achievable by conventional
ultrasound.

B. DATA ANALYSIS
The accuracy of the normalized sharpness method is assessed
by the depth deviation ddev of the method’s z-estimate to the
actual scatterer position, which is known for all simulations
and is established from a high precision translation stage in
the experiments. For v repetitive measurements and thus v
image frames per axial position, ddev results from the root
mean square error (RMSE) from all v cases. The sharpness
standard deviation (SD) and the full-width-at-half-maximum
(FWHM) of the PDF are compared with the ddev values in
order to evaluate their dependencies. The average ddev is
also calculated for different depth ranges, knowing that the
normalized sharpness method does not perform uniformly
for the whole range of scatterer axial displacement [14]. The
rationale is that the areas with the maximum rate of sharp-

ness change (S-curves slopes) are also the areas of highest
localization accuracy. For this reason, the S-curve edges,
where the sharpness values vary little may be ignored for the
average ddev calculation. The standard deviation dSD, of the
average ddev is the measurement uncertainty. Individual ddev
values that are outside the ±2dSD limits of the average ddev,
are rejected as outliers, using the ‘‘trimmean’’ Matlab (The
MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) function. Three differ-
ent depth ranges that can be automatically determined, and
can potentially cover a large part of the entire axial displace-
ment have been examined in this work. These can be found
in Fig. 1 alongside a set of three typical S-curves generated by
employing receive (Rx) foci at 38 mm, 40 mm, and 42 mm.

In Fig. 1, Z0.5 is determined as the distance between the
two circles that indicate the sharpness values that correspond
to 50% S-curve amplitude of the extreme S-curves. Z4δz is
the distance between the two triangles and corresponds to the
distance that is equal to 2 times the separation between suc-
cessive receive foci (δz) either way of the central focus, thus
4δz in total. Finally, Z√2 is defined by the distance between
the two squares that indicate the sharpness values that cor-
respond to

√
2-times the width of the extreme S-curves.

In general, Z0.5 and Z√2 are adaptive depth ranges that depend
on the shape of the S-curve, while Z4δz is fixed and defined
by the foci separation. There are small differences between
the three depth ranges when the foci separation is 2 mm
as shown from Fig. 1. However, Z4δz becomes considerably
larger than the other two ranges for successive foci separation
higher than 3 mm. In the results these ranges are used to
compare the axial localization accuracy achieved by signal
and image sharpness data as well as with the localization
achieved by the use of COM. The COM was calculated for
all point scatterer images using the standard ‘‘regionprops’’
Matlab function. The latter is a built-in function of the image
processing toolbox that can measure a set of properties for an
image region, using the pixel values. The function requires
that the images have been binarized using an intensity thresh-
old prior to the any estimation. The process is similar to the
one followed in [6]. A 256-color grayscale is conventionally
employed and pixel intensities regularly take values between
0 (black) and 255 (white). The binarization converts these
values to either 0 or 1 depending on a threshold set by the
user. The depth deviation of the COM estimates to the actual
scatterer position (ddev) is also used to evaluate the method’s
performance, for a fair comparison with the sharpness-based
axial localization results.

C. SIMULATION OF POINT SCATTERERS
The Field II [20], [21] ultrasound simulation software was
used for this study. A phantom consisting of a single point
scatterer at a depth of 40 mm, was created and scanned by a
7 MHz, 192 element, linear array simulated transducer with
λ spacing. Different types of ultrasound transmission were
employed. First, an unfocused PW emission with the central
transducer element (#96) located above the point scatterer
was implemented. Raw data from one emissionwere acquired
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FIGURE 1. An example set of three mean S-curves plotted over depth. The sharpness data were created using PW
ultrasound transmission. The two circles indicate the sharpness values that correspond to 50% S-curve amplitude of the
extreme S-curves (Z0.5 limits). The two triangles correspond to the distance that is equal to 2 times the separation
between successive receive foci either way of the central focus (Z4δz limits). The two squares indicate the sharpness
values that correspond to

√
2-times the width of the extreme S-curves (Z√2 limits).

from all 192 channels individually in receive. The data were
stored, and the same emission was repeated for 151 axial
displacement steps of 100 µm from position 32.5 mm to
47.5 mm. The simulation was repeated 10 times in the pres-
ence of noise, and 3 S-curves were used to achieve the axial
localization. The PW data were used to study the effect of the
foci separation and of the image noise in the accuracy of the
axial localization using the normalized sharpnessmethod. For
each acquisition the data were beamformed with 21 different
foci in receive between 35 mm and 45 mm, to examine
various foci spacing cases for the 3 S-curves. The use of a
central receive focus at a depth of 40 mm, (the scatterer’s
central position) and then of two other values at −2 mm and
+2 mm of the starting depth was deployed for the rest of the
simulations. For that case, white Gaussian noise was added to
the raw simulated signals, with different SNR values ranging
between 0 dB and 30 dB.

Next, the central transducer element was used to emit an
unfocused spherical wave, as described in [27]. The repetition
of such emissions using different transducer elements as the
transmitting aperture, and the combination of the resulting
images is the principle of synthetic aperture (SA) ultrasound
[28]. Finally, standard focused beams were transmitted using
64 elements as the transmitting aperture and a fixed transmit
focus at (a) 30 mm depth which was higher than the scatterer
highest depth position, (b) 40mmdepth whichwas equivalent
to the scatterer’s initial position, and (c) 50 mm depth which
was lower than the lowest scatterer depth position. Each
focused transmission involved the creation of 128 scan lines
that were combined to form an ultrasound image. The speed
of sound, c was set to 1540 m/s and all the parameters for the
simulation data are given in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Simulation scan parameters.

D. WIRE-TARGET EXPERIMENT
A 0.07 mm diameter copper wire inside a water tank, was
used to create a custom phantom with movement flexibility.
The initial wire position was (x, z)=(0, 40) mm. After an
ultrasound transmission, the wire was moved to the next
z position in the axial direction using theAIMS III positioning
setup (Onda Corporation, Sunnyvale, CA, USA), which was
controlled using a Matlab interface. Pictures of the phantom
and of the entire experimental setup can be found in Fig. 2.

6300 VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 2. (a) The custom phantom used for the experiments consisted of
a copper wire. The wire was mounted on metal rods attached to a linear
stage by means of plastic rings. This arrangement allowed movement of
the wire in the axial direction. (b) A linear array transducer was attached
to a fixed holder and positioned vertically above the wire-target.

For the experiment, z-steps of 108.7 µm were used as this
was dictated by the minimum movement step (10.87 µm).
Data were produced across 15 mm, between 32.5 mm and
47.5 mm from the transducer face, thus 139 steps were
required. The speed of sound was calculated to c = 1484 m/s
based on the water temperature [29], and this resulted
into a slightly different wavelength (212 µm) compared
to the simulations. The measurements were performed by
the 1024 channel experimental ultrasound scanner SARUS
(Synthetic Aperture Real-time Ultrasound System) [30], and
the data were sampled at 35MHz. The remaining scan param-
eters were similar to these shown in Table 1 for the simu-
lation study. The transmission of ultrasound was performed
with single plane waves only, where the transmit aperture
consisted of all the elements in the array. Raw data from
one unfocused emission were acquired from all 192 channels
individually in receive. The data acquisition was repeated
10 times for each wire-target position, and the wire was then
moved to the next location in the axial direction. For each
acquisition the data were beamformed to three different foci
in receive with the use of an in-house programmed beamfor-
mation toolbox BFT III [31]. The receive foci were placed at
38 mm, 40 mm, and 42 mm.

III. RESULTS: SIMULATION STUDY
A. DISTANCE BETWEEN RECEIVE FOCI
Using a PW transmission, the normalized-sharpness algo-
rithmwas implemented for varying distances between receive
foci ranging between 0.5 mm and 5 mm with a 0.5 mm
step. Fig. 3(a)-(b) shows examples of 3 resulting S-curve
sets when the foci separation is 1 mm, and 4 mm, respec-
tively. Sharpness valueswere higher when shorter receive foci
(i.e. closer to the transducer’s surface) were used with an
approximate peak value decrease of 3 − 5% per mm depth.
In addition, the resulting S-curves were narrower for the
receive foci closer to the transducer, with a 4 − 7% FWHM
increase per mm.

FIGURE 3. Normalized sharpness as a function of axial displacement.
Two different sets of 3 signal-derived S-curves are displayed where the
ultrasound data were acquired by unfocused plane wave transmission
and the receive processing was performed using a) 1 mm, and b) 4 mm
separation between successive fixed receive foci.

The foci separation and the curve shape determine the size
of Z0.5, Z4δz, and Z√2 and their achievable axial localization
accuracy. These are depicted in Fig. 4 for foci separations
between 0.5 mm and 5 mm. Overall the 3 depth ranges
provided very similar results. Z0.5 provided a lowest average
ddev equal to 1.43 µm (< 0.01λ) and its associated standard
deviation (dSD) was±1.19µm (Fig. 4(a)). These values were
acquired for an 1 mm successive foci separation and main-
tained for a depth range of 4.9 mm as shown in Fig. 4(b). The
average ddev remained below 2 µm (or≈ 0.01λ) for foci sep-
arations below 2 mm and increased for larger separation dis-
tances as shown in Fig. 4(a). The highest average ddev for Z0.5
was 3.20 ± 2.96 µm, for a 5 mm successive foci separation.
Z4δz provided an average ddev between 1.50±1.27µm (1mm
separation) and 3.10±2.92 µm (4.5 mm separation). Finally,
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FIGURE 4. (a) Average depth deviation to true scatterer position (ddev )
for the Z0.5, Z4δz , and Z√2 depth ranges, and (b) their sizes over varying
distances between successive receive foci positions, using signal-derived
sharpness data.

Z√2 provided an average ddev between 1.44±1.27µm (1mm
separation) and 3.13± 2.90 µm (5 mm separation).

In general, larger foci separation is equivalent to larger
sizes for all 3 depth ranges (Fig. 4(b)). Z0.5 varied from
3.8mm (at 0.5mm foci separation) to 12.9mm (5mm separa-
tion). Z4δz varied from 2 mm to 20 mm. However, sharpness
data were generated for a 15 mm axial displacement range
(section II-C) and this value was used for the last 3 foci
separations (4-5 mm). Z√2 was found similar but slightly
extended compared to Z0.5, ranging between 4.9 mm and
13.8 mm. Note that Z4δz is a linear function to foci separation
while Z0.5 and Z√2 depend on the width of the S-curve which
is not constant (Fig. 3). Moreover, Fig. 4 shows that the 2 mm
foci separation provided overall a good combination of low
average ddev (1.84 µm or≈ 0.01λ) and low dSD (±1.54 µm)
for a relatively high depth range (Z0.5 = 6.8 mm). Thus,
this was the selected separation for the remainder of the
parametric study, using only the Z0.5 distance.

B. SIGNAL-TO-NOISE-RATIO
Lower SNR values (noisier signals) increase the sharpness
SD, and this introduces higher uncertainty in the estimation
of the depth position, through the ML estimator. Fig. 5(a)-(d)
illustrates how the simulated point scatterer images appear
when 4 different SNR values have been employed, 0 dB,
10 dB, 20 dB, and 30 dB respectively, using PW transmission
and a receive focus set to 40 mm depth.

In Fig. 6(a) the average ddev is plotted over increas-
ing SNR, and was found as low as 0.15 ± 0.12 µm for
SNR = 30 dB. This value is more than 3 orders of

FIGURE 5. Four simulated PSFs after adding white Gaussian noise to the
raw ultrasound signals, resulting in SNR of a) 0 dB, b) 10 dB, c) 20 dB and,
d) 30 dB. The receive focus was set to 40 mm and the scatterer was
positioned to 40 mm depth. Each image area is 3.5 mm × 3.5 mm and a
60 dB dynamic range display was used.

FIGURE 6. (a) Average depth deviation to true scatterer position (ddev )
over different SNR values added to the raw ultrasound signals, using
signal-derived sharpness data, and (b) normalized sharpness standard
deviation over individual ddev values for all SNR values used.

magnitude lower compared to the used wavelength (220µm).
The average ddev remained below 2 µm for SNR values up to
10 dB and increased for noisier backgrounds to reach a maxi-
mum average of 5.29 ± 4.08 µm for SNR= 0 dB. Despite
this increase, the latter value was equivalent to ≈ 0.02λ.
Fig. 6(b) shows how the ddevmeasured for each depth position
relates to the normalized sharpness standard deviation that
was measured from the 10 repetitive sharpness measurements
as described in section II-B. The scatter plot includes all
studied SNRs and confirms that generally a low sharpness
SD will be translated into a low ddev. Approximately 71%
of the measured ddev values were found below 2 µm and
the remaining were associated with the cases of large noise
addition. From this 71% of low ddev, only 19% was asso-
ciated with normalized sharpness standard deviation higher
than 2× 10−5.

C. TRANSMITTING APERTURE
The effect of ultrasound transmit aperture on the sharpness
calculation and subsequently on axial localization accuracy
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FIGURE 7. Normalized sharpness as a function of axial displacement. Different sets of 3 signal-derived S-curves are displayed where the
ultrasound data were acquired by focused transmission using a fixed transmit focus at depths of a) 30 mm, b) 40 mm, and c) 50 mm respectively.
The receive processing is the same for all shown sharpness datasets.

TABLE 2. Average depth deviation and its standard deviation, for
signal-derived sharpness-based axial localization, using different
transmitting apertures.

is displayed on Table 2. As shown in the table, the spherical
wave provided no significant difference (< 10%) compared
to the PW transmission. The S-curves were also similar to
Fig. 1 (PW transmission). This was expected since both
transmission types were unfocused and they do not intro-
duce any focus-related bias term to the calculation of the
normalized sharpness. On the other hand, the effect of trans-
mit focus in the next simulations affected the shape of the
S-curves. Examples of three sets of S-curves with transmit
foci equal to 30 mm, 40 mm, and 50 mm are displayed
in Fig. 7(a),(b), and (c) respectively. Despite the changes in
the S-curves shape, the accuracy of the axial localization was
in the same range with the other transmissions and varied
between 1.84 µm and 2.21 µm (Table 2).

In Fig. 7(a) all curves are slightly skewed, with the edges
of the left sides (closer to the transducer surface) slightly
shifted to larger values. This is due to the transmit focus
being placed closer to the transducer surface. In addition
the right sides of the first two S-curves presented increased
variability compared to the unfocused transmissions (Fig 3).
However, as the S-curve edges are excluded from the Z0.5
calculation, the average ddev (1.87 ± 1.43 µm or < 0.01λ)
was similar to these obtained by using plane or spherical
waves. In Fig. 7(b), the transmit focus was placed at 40 mm
which is the center of the investigated range. As a result,
the middle S-curve (receive focus also at 40 mm) peaked at
a higher sharpness value compared to the other two, which
increased the rate of sharpness change for that curve. Here,
the resulting S-curves were symmetric, however variability

around the peak areas was visible. The extreme S-curves had
slightly more flattened peaks which corresponded to reduced
rate of sharpness change in these areas. All these resulted
to a slightly increased dSD equal to ±1.86 µm, compared
to the PW example (dSD = ±1.54 µm), while a similar
average ddev was acquired (Table 2). In Fig. 7(c) as opposed
to Fig. 7(a), the edges of the right sides (at greater depths) of
the three S-curves were slightly shifted to larger values. This
was due to the transmit focus effect which was positioned
at a greater depth (50 mm) in this instance. The Z0.5 did not
include the S-curve edges as well, hence the average ddev was
2.21 ± 1.71 µm (or ≈ 0.01λ), which was not significantly
different from others displayed in Table 2. Note that setting
the focus further away from the scatterer displacement range
(between 32.5 and 47.5 mm) is in principle closer to that of
the PW transmission, which is a focus to infinity.

D. COMPARISON WITH CENTER OF MASS
Table 3 shows the accuracy in the simulated scatterer axial
localization based on both image- and signal-derived sharp-
ness values as well as based on the calculation of the COM for
Z0.5, Z4δz, and Z√2. The PW data were used in this study. The
image-derived sharpness processing resulted in an average
depth deviation to actual simulated scatterer position (ddev)
that varied between 17.75 ± 15.67 µm (≈ 0.08λ) and
18.13± 16.55 µm (≈ 0.08λ) for the 3 ranges. There were no
significant differences between the three types of average ddev
measurement.

TABLE 3. Average depth deviation to true scatterer position and its
standard deviation, for sharpness COM axial localization,
and for different depth ranges.

These metrics were improved by a factor of between 9-10
for the signal derived sharpness processing. The average ddev
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dropped to ≈ 2 µm for all depth ranges as shown in Table 3.
The COM based axial localization resulted in a constant
average ddev equal to ≈ 9.8 µm (or ≈ 0.04λ) for the 3 depth
ranges studied here. The corresponding dSD was ±4.9 µm,
for all depth ranges. These numbers were equivalent to at
least a 2-fold improvement compared to the image sharpness
processing. However, the COM based axial localization was
outperformed by the signal derived sharpness processing by a
factor of≈ 5. A high intensity threshold of 0.9 was employed
to achieve the results displayed in Table 3, and the COM cal-
culation was found to be threshold dependent. For instance,
reducing the intensity threshold to 0.7 resulted in average ddev
in the range of 20 µm (or ≈ 0.09λ), and the ddev can be
significantly worse than that achieved by the image-derived
sharpness localization reaching values as high as 40 µm (or
≈ 0.18λ) for intensity thresholds around 0.5.
On the other hand, the COM calculation is independent

from the multiple receive processing and partly unrelated to
sharpness change. Therefore the entire displacement range
(15 mm) is usable for COM-derived axial localization, while
the optimized sharpness-based localization here used sub-
ranges such as Z0.5, Z4δz, and Z√2. Fig. 8 shows, for clarity,
a smoothed version of the 151 (section II-C) individual ddev
plotted all together over depth for the three axial localization
methods examined here. In general, COM has provided a
monotonic improvement of accuracy with depth attributed
to the PW transmission. However, the sharpness-based mea-
surement can be optimized to secure a low average ddev in any
given depth. For example the result for Z4δz (range between
36 mm-44 mm) can be reproduced for any depths of interest
if the equivalent sharpness data are generated.

FIGURE 8. Simulated depth deviation from scatterer position (ddev )
plotted over axial distance for image- and signal-derived
sharpness-based axial localization. The equivalent result of
COM-based axial localization is also included.

Fig. 9 shows how the individual ddev values relate to the
sharpness standard deviation and to the measured FWHM
from the PDF [14]. Fig. 9(a) includes a subset of Fig. 6(b),
that refers to SNR = 10 dB, and shows that most data points
(71.5%) were located in the ddev range between 1 µm and
10µm and in the sharpness SD range between 0.5×10−5 and
4× 10−5. This demonstrates that although there is no strong
dependence, between the two variables, there is a relative

FIGURE 9. (a) Normalized sharpness SD and (b) PDF FWHM values over
the depth deviation to true simulated scatterer position (ddev ), using
signal-derived sharpness data.

consistency in the value range. Note that the figure here also
includes values out-with the Z0.5 range in order to observe
possible trends for the entire displacement range. Fig. 9(b)
shows that the PDF FWHM had a linear relation to ddev
(y = 0.94x + 9.8, correlation coefficient r = 0.53). The
result indicates that the width of the PDF can be a reasonable
approximation to ddev for each particular depth estimate.

IV. RESULTS: EXPERIMENT
The simulation setup provided an optimal setting for the
experimental procedure. A PW transmission was used and
a 2 mm receive focus separation was implemented for
the sharpness methodology, as this was found to be opti-
mal in section III-A. The measured SNR ranged between
10 − 20 dB for depths between 32.5 mm and 47.5 mm.
Table 4 shows the accuracy in the wire-target axial local-
ization for image- and signal-derived sharpness values as
well as the COM calculation for all 3 range type mea-
surements. Overall, the average ddev values were slightly
but not significantly increased compared to the simula-
tions. The image-derived sharpness processing resulted in

TABLE 4. Average depth deviation to true wire position and its standard
deviation, for sharpness COM axial localization, and for different depth
ranges.
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an average ddev that varied between 22.16 ± 17.27 µm
(or ≈ 0.10λ) and 26.30 ± 22.71 µm (or ≈ 0.12λ) for the
3 depth ranges.

The above figures were improved by a factor of ≈ 10
for the signal derived sharpness processing. The average ddev
varied to between 2.30 ± 1.83 µm and 2.61 ± 2.12 µm
(or ≈ 0.01λ) for all depth ranges. The COM provided a ddev
that ranged between 13.30 ± 6.74 µm (or ≈ 0.06λ) and
14.19±8.18µm (or≈ 0.07λ). These numbers were an almost
2-fold improvement compared to those provided by the
image-based sharpness. On the other hand, the COM based
axial localization was outperformed by the signal-derived
sharpness processing by a factor of at least 5. An intensity
threshold of 0.7 was employed to achieve the results dis-
played in Table 4 in the wire-target experiment, and the COM
calculation was found to be threshold dependent. Increas-
ing or reducing the intensity threshold resulted in reduced
localization accuracy. Higher average ddev values were mea-
sured and the uncertainty in the localization reached values up
to 44 µm (or ≈ 0.21λ). These values were worse compared
not only to the signal-derived sharpness processing but also to
the image-derived one. These results compare well with the
simulation.

Fig. 10(a) shows an image of the wire-target, from the
experimentally acquired data which resembles to the simu-
lated ones displayed in Fig. 5, and rather closest to Fig. 5(c)
given the noise level. Fig. 10(b) is a visual display of the
‘‘trimming’’ result achieved axially by the image-derived
sharpness to the PSF. Fig. 10(c) shows the equivalent results
achieved by the signal-derived sharpness processing and the
COM calculation. The normalized sharpness processing is
related to the localization in the axial direction only and has
no effect on the lateral direction, unlike the COM which
provides a localization in both directions.

FIGURE 10. (a) Example of an experimentally acquired PSF. The
wire-target and the receive focus were positioned at 40 mm depth.
A 60 dB dynamic range display was used. Visualization of (b)
image-derived sharpness and (c) signal-derived sharpness (white) and
center of mass axial localization (red) for the PSF displayed in (a) using
the average values shown in Table 4.

Fig. 11 shows a smoothed version of the 139 (section II-D)
individual ddev plotted over depth for the three axial local-
ization methods. Similarly to the simulations, the COM

FIGURE 11. Depth deviation to true wire-target position (ddev ) plotted
over axial distance for image- and signal-derived sharpness-based axial
localization. The equivalent result of COM-based axial localization is also
included.

FIGURE 12. (a) Normalized sharpness standard deviation and (b) PDF
FWHM values over the depth deviation to true wire-target position (ddev ),
using signal-derived sharpness data.

provided a monotonic improvement of accuracy with depth.
Fig. 12 shows how the ddev values relate to the sharpness
standard deviation and to the measured FWHM from the
PDF, for the experimentally acquired point scatterer data. The
figure directly compares with the Fig. 9, which includes the
simulated data. Fig. 12(a) shows that 65.7% of the data points
were concentrated in the area defined by ddev values between
1 µm and 10 µm and by sharpness SD values between
1 × 10−5 and 4 × 10−5 which is a fairly similar behavior
compared to that noted in Fig. 9(a) for the simulated scatterer.
In general, the sharpness SD was kept below 4.5 × 10−5

during the experiment. Fig. 9(b) shows that the PDF FWHM
variation had a linear relation to ddev (y = 1.3x + 12,
r = 0.59). The linear function and the measured correlation
coefficient were not significantly different from these found
for the simulated data (section III-D).
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V. DISCUSSION
The sharpness-based method originally presented in [14] as
an alternative for the precise axial localization of ultrasound
point scatterers, was further developed in this work, using
implementation and imaging parameters that cover a range
of possible imaging scenarios. The sharpness methodology
provided consistently an axial localization precision (≈2µm)
at least 2 orders of magnitude lower than the wavelength used
(220 µm), which is an indication of the used system’s resolu-
tion, over different SNRs, transmission and receive settings.
Under high SNR conditions the localization precision may
be over 3 orders of magnitude lower than the wavelength.
The data analysis showed that in areas dominated by two of
the S-curve slopes, thus excluding the edges of the 15 mm
total axial displacement, the normalized sharpness method
performs best, achieving axial localization accuracy which
outperforms that displayed previously by a factor of≈5 [14].
Fundamental to the optimization process here is the under-
standing on how the S-curves can be used more efficiently.
As stated previously, the best localization is achieved where
the S-curves present a sharp change with depth, which is
the area of sharp defocus next to the focus. On the other
hand, the areas of low sharpness values where also sharpness
changes very little with depth, result in an increased error
in the axial localization. The three different types of ranges
(Z0.5, Z4δz, Z√2) used did not provide significantly different
results, as they do not incorporate low sharpness values.
Further good agreement was achieved between experimental
results and simulations. The experimental results provided an
average depth deviation to true scatterer position of ≈25 µm
and ≈2.5 µm (Table 4) for image- and signal-derived sharp-
ness respectively, while the simulations provided respective
figures of ≈18 µm and ≈2 µm (Table 3). The 9- to 10-fold
improvement in axial localization accuracy was an expected
result and agrees with the previous work [14]. The image for-
mation includes compression, interpolation, time-gain com-
pensation and display conversion which leads to significant
loss of information.

Therefore, the signal-derived sharpness processing was
also expected to provide superior axial localization com-
pared to the COM localization, and the improvement was
approximately 5-fold in the experiment. In general, the COM
calculations (between 10 µm and 14 µm) here compare
well with others found in the literature that were between
10 µm and 20 µm at best [5]–[7], [32], and corresponded to
localization improvements between 5- and 25-fold compared
to the wavelengths used. Axial localization with improved
precision of 1.9 µm (f0 = 3 MHz, λ = 500 µm) has
recently been achieved [33], but in this work two transduc-
ers positioned orthogonally to each other were used, which
resulted in an increased aperture. In Figs. 8 and 11 the
COM measurement is relatively stable for the entire image,
while, as mentioned above, the sharpness-derived localiza-
tion is best well within the range of the S-curves. However,
this is not a limiting factor as the number of curves can

be extended to cover the desired axial range in the image.
Further, the COM estimation is dependent on the intensity
threshold applied to the images before its estimation. In this
study the PSF had a regular and symmetric shape, which
led to the optimal choice of threshold that produced optimal
COM results. This may not be the case for real imaging
conditions where scatterers may appear to have irregular
shape and intensity profile. Nonetheless, the COM remains
a very good practical solution for image-based measure-
ment, providing a scatterer center in both dimensions of the
image.

While the PSF can be significantly affected by speed of
sound and attenuation variations, the proposed method is
independent of such variations and is only linked to the
sharpness metric. The general Lorentzian-like shape of the
S-curve was preserved throughout the present study as seen
in Figs. 3 and 7, which resulted in similar order of localization
accuracy. Further work with actual MB scatterers in in-vivo
settings, will involve the presence of isolated scattering events
as in all super-resolution methods. The precise estimation
of a depth position will be achieved by assessing multiple
sharpness values and by matching these values to an existing
set of calibration data. These data might stem from a simple
in-vitro (for instance a wire-target) experiment using the same
imaging protocol prior to the in-vivo scan, or one of the simu-
lated S-curve sets that have been generated in this work might
be directly employed, depending on the imaging conditions.
Hence, the study performed here with the simulated data and
the controlled experimental setup allows to determine the
exact capabilities and the limits of the normalized sharpness
method for real imaging scenarios as well. A potential MB
application would also require the control of the contrast
agent density in an image, since each sharpness value must
be evaluated only from a small area around a single PSF.
This is because with this restriction, the aberrations including
(and dominated by) the focus errors are well-defined, sym-
metric and can be contained within a single analysis frame,
as explained in [17].

Importantly, the connection of the localization accuracy
with metrics such as the sharpness standard deviation (SD)
or the full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of the proba-
bility density function (PDF) suggests that the normalized
sharpness method may be deployed without the ‘‘true scat-
terer position’’ requirement for the generation of the cali-
bration data. The true scatterer position may be precisely
known when performing experimental measurements using
for example a high-precision translation stage. By contrast,
such knowledge is not attainable in a real imaging scenario.
Figs. 9(b) and 12(b) confirmed that the calculated FWHM
of the PDF correlates with the measured ddev values, and
their value ranges were very similar. Thus, the comparison
of a depth estimate with the true scatterer position may be
substituted by the FWHM of the PDF, or by the sharp-
ness SD obtained from the repetitive measurements. Such
measurements would perhaps require longer raw ultrasound
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data acquisitions, which are feasible for most real imaging
scenarios.

In general, the power of the technique lies in the mea-
surement of the PSF without the requirement to assume
a PSF model, and in the fact that it is robust in changes
of noise, transmission protocol and flexible in terms of
receive focus protocol. The sharpness technique also proved
to perform equally well with all common types of ultra-
sound transmission. The focused transmission is commonly
employed in state-of-the-art ultrasound. The other two trans-
mission types have the ability to produce single emission
images thus enabling a high frame rate, but at the same time
result in lower resolution compared to focused transmission.
However, a number of emissions may be used to further
enhance the imaging resolution, either by using synthetic
aperture imaging [28], or by applying compounding which
is the transmission of multiple plane waves at different
angles [34]. An important parameter in the choice of contrast
enhanced ultrasound imaging, as mentioned in the intro-
duction, is the acoustic pressure field and the microbubble
sensitivity across the image. In the light of this, it may be
that a single emission protocol will favour smaller region of
interest investigations, while the focused transmission may
enable entire organ visualization.

The normalized sharpness method, similar to the tech-
niques related to the lateral [35] or frequency [36] resolution,
may add to the existing super-resolution methods. Current
super-resolution ultrasound is heavily based on image pro-
cessing. It has been accomplished either by identifying the
PSF COM [6], [7] or by fitting three dimensional Gaussian
functions [12], [13] to ultrasound reconstructed data to
approximate the PSF. Note that both methods provide similar
results and are dependent on the SNR. The possibility to
enhance the point scatterer localization is reliant on exploiting
the otherwise lost detail from the raw ultrasound data, when
converting them to images. The sharpness method although
limited to the axial direction, may be considered as a signal-
based adjunct to the already existing image-based methods.
The work here suggests that a combination of the COM
(for the lateral direction) with the sharpness method (for
the axial direction) will provide the most accurate scatterer
location. The ultimate objective is the expansion of the sharp-
ness method to the estimation of all three co-ordinates of a
point source such as MBs. Ultrasound scanning with modern
2D array probes could be explored to extract sharpness values
that will correspond to a total position instead of just a
z-position.

VI. CONCLUSION
Different approaches of the normalized sharpness method
were examined under various imaging conditions. The
method exploits the defocus aberrations to achieve axial
localization of ultrasound point scatterers with super-
resolution accuracy of a few microns. The approaches
involved different foci separation in the receive processing
of the raw ultrasound point scatterer data, and subsequently

the calculation of the sharpness metric based on both signal
and image data. The imaging conditions included different
types of ultrasound transmission as well as different amounts
of noise added to the ultrasound data. The results showed
that an axial localization precision of between 2− 6 µm can
be achieved using the signal data. From the above precision
range, the lower limit is equivalent to a≈5-fold improvement
in axial localization precision compared to that achieved by
using the center of mass (COM) method. The upper limit
which is closer to COM (≈10 µm), is related to highly
noisy data. Overall, this work highlights the benefits of signal
compared to image processing and provides results which
may be significant when reconstructing microvessels of the
order of tens of micrometres in diameter.
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